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Abstract

Order type plays an important role in algorithmic trading and is a key factor of price impact. In
this paper, we propose a new framework for studying the discrete price change process, which
focuses on the impacts of aggressive orders (market orders and aggressive limit orders) and
cancelations. The price change process is driven by states and events of best quotes, and we define
the event-based price change as the “natural price change” (NPC). Under the framework, we propose
a heteroscedastic linear econometric model for the NPC to explore the impact of different types of
orders on the price dynamics. To verify the usability of our model and explore the driving factors of
price dynamics, we conduct a thorough empirical analysis for 786 large-tick stocks traded on the
Shenzhen Stock Exchange. Empirical results statistically demonstrate that aggressive orders can
introduce stronger impact on the NPC than cancelations. Meanwhile, splitting a big order into several
small orders can lead to a larger NPC. Our framework can also be applied for the prediction of price
change.
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1. Introduction

Exploring the nature of the price formation mechanism is an important and
challenging research field of finance. Thanks to the recent development of elec-
tronic transaction platforms, scholars can analyze the price dynamics from a more
profound perspective by accessing more sophisticated trade-by-trade data instead
of level-1 (i.e., only the first level of the order book) and level-2 (i.e., the first five
nonempty levels of the book on each side) snapshot data. These trade-by-trade data
can help to calibrate and verify many complicated models, and in return, spawn a
wide range of event-driven limit order book models. For example, Abergel et al.
(2016) systematically summarized the modeling of limit order books. Furthermore,
Abergel and Jedidi (2015) and Lu and Abergel (2018b) applied the modeling
theories to practice, and explored the optimal order placing strategy of market
makers.

This paper focuses on modeling the impact of order book events on price
change. However, analyzing the high-frequency price change on different time
scales may lead to different empirical results of price change. On a minute time-
scale, Cont et al. (2014) proposed a single variable ��� the OFI (Order Flow
Imbalance), defined as the sum of signed volumes of all incoming orders at the
best quotes over a time interval ��� which has a strong power to explain the price
change. Capponi and Cont (2020) further demonstrated that the cross-impact
among stocks is unstable and insignificant, in comparison with the OFI. On the
contrary, on a higher frequent time-scale, Mertens et al. (2022) argued that using a
filtering approach can assist the modeling of price impact due to the discrete nature
of price changes. Gould and Bonart (2016) employed the queue imbalance to
model and predict the high-frequency price change, and Xu et al. (2018) made a
further attempt via the multi-level order flow imbalance. In addition, Eisler et al.
(2012), Lu and Abergel (2018a), Taranto et al. (2018a) and Taranto et al. (2018b)
demonstrated that different types of orders have different impact on the price
dynamics, and linear relationship exists between the order flow and price impact.
Therefore, we propose to establish models that account for different types of orders
to explain their impact on price change on a fair time-scale.

For the impact on price change, it is well-known that the order volume is an
important feature correlated with price impact. However, Weber and Rosenow
(2006) argued that it is not sufficient to fully explain large price changes if we only
use order volume in the model. For instance, the short-term impact of orders on
prices is also inevitably influenced by liquidity, especially in high-frequency
trading. Hasbrouck (1991) also found that larger trades will lead to wider bid-ask
spreads, which affect the market liquidity and the price impact. Hence, inspired by
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Lu and Abergel (2018a), instead of volume, we take the change of the best quotes
into consideration while modeling the impact of different orders on price.

When modeling asset prices, it is necessary to analyze the price change dy-
namics of large-tick stocks and small-tick stocks separately, because stocks with
different price magnitudes relative to tick size have different trading patterns. Lots
of existing literature studied the tick-to-price ratio. The studies found a strong
relationship between the ratio and the dynamic of the stock (Angel, 1997; Lipson
and Mortal, 2006). Biais et al. (1995) showed that the spread has significant
influences on later events. Eisler et al. (2012) illustrated that large-tick stocks (i.e.,
stocks for which the relative tick is large) and small tick stocks have different
patterns. It is documented “large-tick stocks are such that the bid-ask spread is
almost always equal to one tick, whereas small tick stocks have spreads that are
typically a few ticks” (Eisler et al., 2012). Thus, it is essential to consider large and
small tick stocks separately.

In this paper, we analyze the impact of different types of orders on the price
change of large-tick stocks. For large-tick stocks, the bid-ask spread usually stays
at one tick for a long time. By definition, price only changes when at least one of
the best bid and the best ask price changes. Instead of dividing the whole price
dynamic into several time intervals with the same durations, we propose a new
method to determine the start and end time of a price change event based on the
bid-ask spread. The new framework can separate different price change events
clearly.

The main contributions of this paper are provided as follows:

(1) We propose a model for the impact of different types of orders on the price
change. Our model considers the impact of different types of orders separately.
Specifically, we separate all orders according to their order types (aggressive
orders, passive orders, and cancelations) and the change of best quotes caused
by them.

(2) We give a new definition of the price change events and the corresponding
“natural price change”. The new framework provides a new viewpoint to
segment a price sequence into several price change events for the high-fre-
quency price dynamics of large-tick stocks.

(3) We conduct an extensive empirical analysis on 786 stocks on the Chinese
stock market for a period of three calendar months. Results demonstrate not
only the differences among different types of orders but also the predictability
and potential applications of our model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we propose a new framework for
the price change of large-tick stocks and specify a model for the impact of different
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types of orders on the price change. In Sec. 3, we describe our data and present
relevant empirical results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework. The
empirical facts of our model not only reveal the impact of different types of orders
on price change but also show the predictability of our model. Section 4 concludes.

2. Model Setup

In this section, we propose a model of the trade-by-trade price change. The model
aims to illustrate and explain the impact of each order on the price change dy-
namics at the transaction level.

Rydberg and Shephard (2003) proposed a trade-by-trade dynamic of mid-price
as

pðtÞ � pð0Þ ¼
XNðtÞ
k¼1

1
2
Zk, t > 0, ð1Þ

where pðtÞ is the mid-price of a stock at time t, NðtÞ is the number of orders from
time 0 to t, and Zk is the change of the best quote caused by the k-th order from
time 0 to t. A positive (negative) Zk implies that the mid-price is increasing
(decreasing). A factor 1

2 is included in the model since the mid-price is the
arithmetic average of the best bid and the best ask. Model (1) is a natural ex-
pression of mid-price changes caused by orders, and model is determined by the
process NðtÞ and variables Zk. Now we further investigate the two components.

First, we decompose the total number of orders NðtÞ into NmðtÞ, which repre-
sents the number of type-m orders from time 0 to t. Denote OT as the set of order
types. Hence, NðtÞ ¼ P

m2OTNmðtÞ. We further denote the change of best quote
caused by the k-th arrived type-m orders as Zm, k. Therefore, Model (1) can be
represented as

pðtÞ � pð0Þ ¼
X
m2OT

XNmðtÞ

k¼1

1
2
Zm, k: ð2Þ

Next, we count the number of ticks of best quote change introduced by each
order. In this paper, we use one tick as the unit of price (e.g., in the Chinese
market, one tick ¼ 0:01RMB), and therefore, the prices and spreads are both
positive integers. Thus, the price change can be represented as

pðtÞ � pð0Þ ¼
X
m2OT

X1
j¼�1

1
2
Nm, jðtÞ � j, ð3Þ
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where Nm, jðtÞ :¼
PNmðtÞ

k¼1 1fZm, k¼jg is the number of type-m orders that lead to
j tick(s) change of best quotes, from time 0 to t.

Model (3) describes the mechanism of price change, using the number of type-
m orders that lead to j tick(s) change of best quotes from time 0 to t. The most
direct way to analyze the impact of orders on price change is modeling each
process Nm, jðtÞ, as lots of order book models. However, the relationship between
Nm, jðtÞ and price change is too complicated to solve in practice. We should think
about the impact of various orders on price change deeply.

We will further modify the Model (3), to characterize the price change dy-
namics based on the order flow. To separate different orders clearly, we use the
timestamps of new orders and cancelations arrive as a new discrete time scale, and
name it as order time. Thereby the order time t corresponds to the natural time that
the t-th order arrives.

In the remainder of this section, we describe basic quantities used in the model
and rewrite Model (3). In Sec. 2.1, we redefine the concept of price change (the
left-hand side of Model (3)) based on order flow. In Sec. 2.2, we rearrange the
variables on the right-hand side of Model (3). Finally, in Sec. 2.3, we propose our
complete model.

2.1. Response variable: Natural price change

Price change is an ambiguous concept for high-frequency data. Many scholars
view the price change as the change of the mid-price over a fixed natural time
interval, as this is a natural extension of the “profit and loss” of low-frequency
investment. However, for high-frequency trading, the transaction is always exe-
cuted at the best quotes, and the mid-price cannot be traded directly. Both the
bid-ask spread and the mid-price need to be considered while defining the trade-
by-trade price change. Moreover, for large-tick stocks, the bid-ask spread usually
stays at one tick for a long time, without any mid-price change. Price change only
occurs when at least one of the best bid and the best ask price changes. Therefore,
for large-tick stocks, it is more natural to segment a price sequence into a series of
price change events according to the spread size.

In this section, we propose our new definition of price change for large-tick
stocks. First, we use the bid-ask spread to define the unit-spread state based on the
trade-by-trade sequence. If the spread equals one tick, both buyers and sellers can
trade at the best quotes immediately, and the price observed is “real” to some extent.
Next, we define the price change event based on two neighboring unit-spread states.
Finally, we give the definition of natural price change for a price change event.

We denote the best bid, the best ask, the spread and the mid-price at order time
t ¼ 1, 2, . . . as bestbidðtÞ, bestaskðtÞ, spreadðtÞ, and midpriceðtÞ, respectively.
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Definition 1 (Unit-Spread State). We define a stock to be in the unit-spread
state at order time t, if the stock’s bid-ask spread at t equals to 1.

If a stock is in the unit-spread state, the market will be in the most liquid state,
since both buyers and sellers can trade at the best quotes immediately. Hence, the
unit-spread state can be regarded as a certain kind of equilibrium.

Definition 2 (Type I Price Change Event). For a stock in the unit-spread state
at two order times t start and t end, if we have

(1) t end � t start þ 2, and
(2) spreadðtÞ > 1, when t start < t < t end,

then we say the stock experienced a type I price change event during ðt start, t endÞ.
The prefix “type I” is often omitted.

From the above definition, if a stock is in the unit-spread state at order time
t start, next escape from the state, and finally back to the unit-spread state at order
time t end, then we say it experienced a type I price change event during this period.
Either the best bid or the best ask (or both) should move during a type I price
change event.

Note that there is a constraint in our definition of price change event:
t end � t start þ 2, i.e., there exist at least one order time between t start and t end such
that the spread at that time is strictly greater than one. However, there is a special
type of orders, namely the aggressive limit orders, or marketable limit orders.
These are limit orders priced to meet or better the opposing quote, see Harris and
Hasbrouck (1996), and Peterson and Sirri (2002). These limit orders will hit the
opposing orders whose prices are better than or equal to them. Those orders that
cannot be further matched will be left on the limit order book and wait for new
orders. Aggressive limit orders may introduce the following type II price change
events.

Definition 3 (Type II Price Change Event). For a stock in the unit-spread
state at two order times t start and t end, and also satisfies

(1) t end ¼ t start þ 1, and
(2) midpriceðt startÞ 6¼ midpriceðt endÞ,
then we say it experienced a type II price change event during ðt start, t endÞ.

Based on the concepts of price change events, we propose a new definition of
price changes.

Definition 4 (Natural Price Change, NPC). For a stock, for a (type I or II)
price change event during ðt start, t endÞ, we define its natural price change (NPC)
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during ðt start, t endÞ as
NPC ¼ midpriceðt endÞ �midpriceðt startÞ:

Definition 4 is applicable to both type I and type II events. For type II price
change events, we use t2NPC to represent the NPC (the prefix “t2” means type II).

Next, we introduce the concepts of up- and down-events.

Definition 5 (Up- and Down-Event). For a stock, for a (type I or II) price
change event during ðt start, t endÞ, we say it is an up-event if it satisfies one of the
following two conditions:

(1) its NPC > 0,
(2) its NPC ¼ 0 and

max
t start<t�t end

ðbestaskðtÞ � bestaskðt startÞÞ � � min
t start<t�t end

ðbestbidðtÞ � bestbidðt startÞÞ:

Otherwise, we say it is a down-event.

We give an empirical example about NPC in Appendix A. Here, we provide a
simple example in Fig. 1 to illustrate the concepts intuitively. There is a (type I)
price change (up-)event occurred from order time t start ¼ 1 to t end ¼ 10, since the
bid-ask spreads are one tick at both time, and greater than one tick at other order
times between. The mid-price is 400.5(ticks) at order time 1, and 404.5(ticks) at
order time 10. Therefore, its NPC ¼ 4 (ticks) for this event.

We will use NPC (Definition 4) as the response variable of our model (the left-
hand side of Eq. (3)). That is because, as we have emphasized, for large-tick
stocks, the mid-price in the unit-spread state is more credible. Therefore, it is more
natural to segment a price sequence into several price change events according to
the unit-spread state, and the NPCs are the corresponding price change of the price
change events.

Fig. 1. A simple example of type I price change event.
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2.2. Explanatory variables: Aggressive orders and cancelations

In this section, we specify the explanatory variables in our model. We first re-
classify limit orders and market orders into two types as follows:

. aggressive orders: market orders, and aggressive limit orders (limit buy orders
with prices higher than or equal to the best ask, and limit sell orders with prices
lower than or equal to the best bid).1

. passive orders: passive limit orders (limit buy orders with prices lower than the
best ask, and limit sell orders with prices higher than the best bid).

Hence, aggressive orders will trade immediately, while passive orders have to
wait for other aggressive orders to hit them. Generally speaking, aggressive limit
orders have similar effect on the order book as market orders. Hence, to analyze
the impact of different orders on price changes, in this paper, we put market orders
and aggressive limit orders together. For clarity, we specify the order types we
consider in this paper as

OT ¼ faggressive orders; passive orders; and cancelationsg:
In our model, explanatory variables are the numbers of aggressive orders and

cancelations, without considering passive orders. There are three main reasons.
The first reason is the logic that the aggressive orders and passive orders have
different functions. The aggressive orders and cancelations are what indeed break
the original equilibrium (the unit-spread state), whereas the passive orders usually
repair the order book and pull the bid and ask prices back to the unit-spread states.
Figure 2 explains the logic in more detail. Suppose that the original best bid and
best ask are 4.00RMB and 4.01RMB, respectively (and the stock is thus in the
unit-spread state). An aggressive buy order is executed, the best ask price increases
to 4.04RMB, and a price change event begins. The next unit-spread state is
achieved until new passive limit orders fill in the gap between the best bid and the
new best ask. Therefore, it is the aggressive orders and cancelations that counts,
while passive limit orders only stitch those wounds of the order book.

The second reason is due to the fact that each order will end up with a can-
celation or a transaction, and each transaction is corresponding to an aggressive
order and several passive orders. Hence, to simplify our model, we only use
aggressive orders to represent the transactions.

1Once an aggressive limit order is submitted, a portion of its volumes will be traded immediately,
while others will be left on the limit order book and waiting for later transactions. In our later
empirical studies, for an aggressive limit order, we regard its volumes traded immediately as an
aggressive order, and regard the volumes left on the order book as a passive order. In other words, we
will split each aggressive limit order into an “aggressive part” and a “passive part”.
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The third reason is that it is improper to include all orders while using linear
models, since the observed price process can be replicated perfectly if all orders
are used. As for the example in Fig. 2, the aggressive buy order leads to a change
of 0.03RMB in the best ask, and the passive limit sell order leads to a change of
�0:03RMB. The NPC of this price change event is 0, which can be directly
calculated by ð0:03þ ð�0:03ÞÞ=2.

Not all aggressive orders and cancelations are included in our model. We only
consider orders changing the best quotes. In fact, there are many aggressive orders
which do not change the best quotes since they can not remove enough passive
orders, and there are also many cancelations not at the best quotes. Although these
aggressive orders and cancelations contribute to the price change, for the sim-
plicity of our model, we do not use them, and only include orders changing the
best quotes.

2.3. Complete model

Since all transactions must be closed within a day, the time series models of order
book usually only focus on the dynamics within a day, half-day, or several hours.
Similarly, for a given stock, our model considers the sequence of price change
events within a given time horizon, with a maximum of one trading day.

We first give some notations. For a particular stock, suppose that there are n
price change events during a specific period. Then, for the i-th price change event
of the stock, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n, let us denote2

. M j: Aggressive orders (market orders or marketable limit orders) who changed
opposing best quote for jjj tick(s), where j is a nonzero integer. A positive j
corresponds to aggressive buy orders, and a negative j corresponds to aggressive
sell orders.

2For convenience, we omit the subscript of the stock in these notations.

Fig. 2. An example of price change event.
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. C j: Cancelations who changed their own side’s best quote for jjj tick(s), where j
is a nonzero integer. A positive j corresponds to sellers’ cancelations, and a
negative j corresponds to buyers’ cancelations.

. NM j
i: Number of M j orders in event i.

. NC j
i: Number of C j orders in event i.

Now we propose our model. For a price change event i, we express its NPC as
follows:

NPCi ¼
X1
j¼1

j � ð�þj
MNMþj

i þ ��j
MNM�j

i þ �þj
C NCþj

i þ ��j
C NC�j

i Þ

þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ki

p
"i, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n, ð4Þ

where �þj
M , ��j

M , �þj
C , and ��j

C are unknown parameters for j ¼ 1, 2, . . .,
"i �i:i:dNð0,�2Þ, and

Ki ¼
X1
j¼1

ðNMþj
i þ NM�j

i þ NCþj
i þ NC�j

i Þj2, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n: ð5Þ

In other words, our model is a heteroscedastic linear econometric model. This
model is similar to the model suggested in Eq. (3), but for the left-hand side, we
use the new concept of price change; and for the right-hand side, we consider
different types of orders.

In Sec. 2.3.1, we use a latent price model to explain the idea behind the Eq. (4).
Then, in Sec. 2.3.2, we propose an example.

2.3.1. Explanation of the model

We use the following framework to explain the idea behind our model, i.e., Eq. (4).
For a stock, for a type I price change event i during ðt start, t endÞ, we define the
corresponding latent price process pðtÞ from t start to t end as follows: (As a
reminder, the time t is order time, not natural time.)

(i) For the start time t ¼ t start,

pðt startÞ ¼ midpriceðt startÞ: ð6Þ
(ii) For t ¼ t start þ 1, t start þ 2, . . . , t end,

pðtÞ ¼ pðt � 1Þ þ
X1
j¼1

[1MþjðtÞ � j � ~�
þj
M ðtÞ þ 1M�jðtÞ � j � ~�

�j
M ðtÞ]

þ
X1
j¼1

[1CþjðtÞ � j � ~�
þj
C ðtÞ þ 1C�jðtÞ � j � ~�

�j
C ðtÞ], ð7Þ
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where the indicator function 1AðtÞ equals to 1 if the order arrives at order time
t is an A order, and 0 otherwise; and

~�
�j
M ðtÞ ¼ ��j

M þ "�j
M ðtÞ, ~�

�j
C ðtÞ ¼ ��j

C þ "�j
C ðtÞ, j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , ð8Þ

where ��j
M and ��j

C are constants w.r.t. time t, while "�j
M ðtÞ and "�j

C ðtÞ are i.i.d.
and Nð0,�2Þ white noises. Note that only one of the indicator functions equal
to 1 at order time t, since only one order arrives at order time t.

Intuitively, parameters ��j
M and ��j

C represent the average impact of different
kinds of orders, which do not vary with time. This coincides with the fact we
will illustrate in Sec. 3.2.3 that the features of price change do not vary among

different trading times. Variables "�j
M ðtÞ and "�j

C ðtÞ are errors, whose effects to
pðtÞ � pðt � 1Þ get larger as j increases, since on the right hand side of Eq. (7),
~�
�j
M ðtÞ and ~�

�j
C ðtÞ are all multiplied by j.

If we further require the latent price process satisfies

pðt endÞ ¼ midpriceðt endÞ,
then, according to Eqs. (6) and (7), we immediately have

midpriceðt endÞ

¼ midpriceðt startÞ þ
Xt end

t¼t startþ1

X1
j¼1

[1MþjðtÞ � j � ~�
þj
M ðtÞ þ 1M�jðtÞ � j � ~�

�j
M ðtÞ]

þ
Xt end

t¼t startþ1

X1
j¼1

[1CþjðtÞ � j � ~�
þj
C ðtÞ þ 1C�jðtÞ � j � ~�

�j
C ðtÞ]:

Therefore, using the definition of NPC (Definition 4), we have

NPCi ¼
Xt end

t¼t startþ1

X1
j¼1

[1MþjðtÞ � j � ~�
þj
M ðtÞ þ 1M�jðtÞ � j � ~�

�j
M ðtÞ]

þ
Xt end

t¼t startþ1

X1
j¼1

[1CþjðtÞ � j � ~�
þj
C ðtÞ þ 1C�jðtÞ � j � ~�

�j
C ðtÞ]:

Furthermore, by Eq. (8),

NPCi ¼
Xt end

t¼t startþ1

X1
j¼1

[1MþjðtÞ � j � ð�þj
M þ "þj

M ðtÞÞ þ 1M�jðtÞ � j � ð��j
M þ "�j

M ðtÞÞ]

þ
Xt end

t¼t startþ1

X1
j¼1

[1CþjðtÞ � j � ð�þj
C þ "þj

C ðtÞÞ þ 1C�jðtÞ � j � ð��j
C þ "�j

C ðtÞÞ]
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¼
X1
j¼1

Xt end
t¼t startþ1

j � [�þj
M 1MþjðtÞ þ ��j

M 1M�jðtÞ þ �þj
C 1CþjðtÞ þ ��j

C 1C�jðtÞ]

þ
X1
j¼1

Xt end
t¼t startþ1

j � [1MþjðtÞ"þj
M ðtÞ þ 1M�jðtÞ"�j

M ðtÞ þ 1CþjðtÞ"þj
C ðtÞ

þ 1C�jðtÞ"�j
C ðtÞ]

¼
X1
j¼1

j � ð�þj
MNMþj

i þ ��j
MNM�j

i þ �þj
C NCþj

i þ ��j
C NC�j

i Þ þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ki

p
"i,

where Ki is defined as Eq. (5), and

"i ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffi
Ki

p
X1
j¼1

Xt end
t¼t startþ1

j � [1MþjðtÞ"þj
M ðtÞ þ 1M�jðtÞ"�j

M ðtÞ þ 1CþjðtÞ"þj
C ðtÞ

þ 1C�jðtÞ"�j
C ðtÞ]

� Nð0,�2Þ:

Hence, under these assumptions, Eq. (4) holds.

2.3.2. Example

Figure 3 gives a simple example of a price change event. The blue points represent
the best ask, the red points represent the best bid, and the green points represent the
prices of our latent price process model. We can see that the price change event
starts at order time 0. At order times 1 and 2, two aggressive orders or cancelations
pull the best ask price up, and at order times 3 and 4, two passive orders fill in the
gap and shrink the spread. However, the event is not over yet since the spread at
order time 4 is two ticks, which is not a unit-spread state. At order time 5, a new
aggressive order or cancelation tears the gap, and two new passive limit orders

Fig. 3. A simple example of the latent price process. The blue points are best ask, and the red points
are best bid. The green points are the latent price process, which is the same as the mid-price at order
time 0 (beginning) and order time 7 (end).
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stitch the wound at order times 6 and 7, when the stock finally arrives at the unit-
spread state. Note that, only the aggressive orders and cancelations affect the latent
price process (green dots) under our assumptions, and the function of passive limit
orders is exposing the unobservable latent price process to us. The latent price
process often deviates from the mid-price. However, the latent price process will
finally go back to the mid-price since passive limit orders will eventually guide our
stocks to the unit-spread state.

For the case in Fig. 3, if we assume the changes of latent price process at order
times 1 and 2 are driven by aggressive orders, while at order time 5 driven by
cancelations, then under our assumptions, we have

(1) At the beginning (t start ¼ 0) and the end (t end ¼ 7),

pð0Þ ¼ midpriceð0Þ,
pð7Þ ¼ midpriceð7Þ;

(2) During this period,

NPCi ¼ pð7Þ � pð0Þ ¼ 2 ~�
þ2
M ð1Þ þ 2 ~�

þ2
M ð2Þ þ 2 ~�

þ2
C ð5Þ

¼ 2�þ2
M þ 2�þ2

M þ 2�þ2
C þ 2"þ2

M ð1Þ þ 2"þ2
M ð2Þ þ 2"þ2

C ð5Þ
¼ 2�þ2

M þ 2�þ2
M þ 2�þ2

C þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
12

p
"i:

This is consistent with the expression of Eq. (4).

3. Empirical Analysis

In order to verify the usability of the concepts and model proposed in Sec. 2, in this
section, we conduct a thorough empirical analysis based on the Chinese A-share
high-frequency trading dataset. First, in Sec. 3.1, we introduce our dataset. Next, in
Sec. 3.2, we use the data to examine the basic statistics of the concepts, including
unit-spread state, price change event, and the NPC. Then, in Sec. 3.3, we use the
data to fit our model (4), and investigate the applicability and goodness-of-fit of
the model. Finally, in Sec. 3.4, we propose a method to forecast the price change
based on the NPC model and illustrate its effectiveness.

3.1. Data

The basic dataset in this paper consists of trades data, quotes data and snapshots
data for all stocks traded on Shenzhen Stock Exchange3 during three calendar

3Data were obtained from the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, see http://www.szse.cn/English/services/
dataServices/index.html.
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months (October 2019 to December 2019, 60 trading days). Quotes data are
information of all orders that traders submitted; trades data include both transac-
tions and cancelations data4; and snapshots data are level-2 data for every 3 s.

Table 1 shows examples of quotes data and trades data, respectively. The entries
of Quotes data consist of a stock ID, a timestamp, the quote’s volume, the price,
the order ID, the type of the order (OrderKind), and a function code (B=buy,
S=sell). For the trades data, except for the elements mentioned above, it also
includes information for the bid order ID and the ask order ID, which both refer to
orders that lead to the transaction. For example, the quotes data in the table is a
limit buy order of stock 000012.SZ quoted at about 9:35 a.m., its volume is 1500
and the associated price is 5.48RMB. The unique ID of this order is 751. The
example of trades data is a cancelation of order 751 at 9:37 a.m.. We can find that
only a volume of 1100 is canceled, and thus a volume of 400 has already been
traded (since the volume of that order was 1500 at first). This cancelation with a
volume of 1100 also has a unique ID 849.

Taking into account the features of the Chinese market, we introduce some data
cleaning procedures to pre-process our data set. In particular, all data in 5min after
the opening time and 5min before the closing time are removed, i.e., only data
from 9:35 to 11:30 a.m. and 13:00 to 14:55 p.m. Beijing time (we say it valid time)
are preserved as we only consider how price changes in normal market condition.
Besides, the price limits of the Chinese market may lead to a lack of liquidity.
Therefore, if one day a stock reaches limit-up or limit-down, or if one side of its
order book is empty, we remove all the data of the corresponding stock for that
day.

Table 1. Example of quotes data and trades data.

An Example of Quotes Data An Example of Trades Data

StockID 000012.SZ StockID 000012.SZ
Timestamp 20191008:09:35:00:275497 Timestamp 20191008:09:37:00:354897
Volume 1500 Volume 1100
Price 5.48 Price 5.48
OrderID 751 OrderID 849
OrderKind Limit OrderKind 0
FunctionCode B FunctionCode Cancel
��� ��� BidOrderID 751
��� ��� AskOrderID 0

4In the data provided by the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, transactions and cancelations are collectively
called “trades data”.
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To ensure the reliability of our dataset, we use quotes data and trades data to
reproduce the time series of order books according to the principle of price and
time priority. Then, we compared them with the observed snapshot data. Stocks
whose average matching ratios are 90% above are reserved. Since we only con-
sider large-tick stocks, we only reserve stocks whose proportions of durations of
unit-spread state are greater than 40%.

Our data set consists of trading information for 786 large-tick stocks over 60
trading days, with a total of 599,484,160 orders. The average daily numbers of
orders for different stocks have a maximum of 65,153 and a minimum of 728, with
an average of 12,711, which means that, on average, there are 12,711 orders
quoted for every stock each day.

3.2. Preliminary data analysis

3.2.1. Proportion of the unit-spread state

To demonstrate the suitability of our definition for the unit-spread state, similar to
Cont and De Larrard (2013) did, we calculate the unit-spread state ratio for each
stock during the 60 trading days we study. It is defined as

unit-spread state ratio of stock i ¼ unit-spread state's duration of stock i

valid time's duration of stock i
,

where the unit-spread state’s duration is the summation of the natural duration that
the stock is in the unit-spread state. The ratio represents the proportion of unit-
spread state during the whole (valid) period, which can be considered as a measure
of liquidity, since it is widely acknowledged as the bid-ask spread characterizes
liquidity to some extent.

Figure 4 are empirical results about the unit-spread state ratio. Figure 4(a) is the
histogram of different stocks’ unit-spread state ratio calculated. We observe that

Histogram of Unit-spread State Ratio, N=786
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(a) Histogram of unit-spread state ratio (b) unit-spread state ratio vs. Stock price

Fig. 4. Empirical facts of the unit-spread state ratio: (a) shows the distribution of stocks’ unit-spread
state ratio, and (b) shows the relationship between the unit-spread state ratio and stock price.
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the ratio lies between 0.4 and 1, and three-quarters stocks are in the unit-spread
state over 75% of the whole duration. Our result indicates that most large-tick
stocks are in the unit-spread state in the majority duration of each trading day.
Stocks with different price levels may present different patterns.

Figure 4(b) is the scatter plot of the unit-spread state ratio vs. the stock price. In
general, the larger the stock prices, the lower the unit-spread state ratios. This
phenomenon can be well-explained in the real world. For instance, the market
makers would struggle to conclude transactions at both the best bid and the best
ask prices to arbitrage. However, their arbitrage profit depends on the trade-off
between the bid-ask spread and the transaction cost. A higher stock price leads to a
higher transaction cost, which drives market makers to quote more conservatively.
Therefore, the unit-spread state would be rare for stocks with high prices.

3.2.2. Frequency of price change event

To reveal the fact that price change events are common in practice, it is also
important to analyze the frequency of price change events for different stocks.

Figure 5 shows daily average numbers of type I price change events and type II
price change events. The red bar represents the daily total trading volumes of the
Chinese market. Under our data set, we can see that the daily number of price
change events for both types are within the range of 120 and 260. In general, there
are more type II price change events than type I’s. On average, there are 324 price
change events daily for each stock, and 254,467 events daily for all stocks in total.
Type I events account for 46% of all events. The correlation coefficient of type I’s
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Fig. 5. The average number of price change events versus trading date.
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and type II’s series is 0:7873, and both of them are highly correlated with the daily
trading volume of the Chinese market. It implies that our definitions of price
change events are suitable, since larger trading volume should lead to more price
change events.

To further investigate, for each day, we divide all stocks into 11 groups
according to the number of both types of price change events, and the numbers of
events for stocks in the k-th group are in the interval [100ðk � 1Þ, 100kÞ for
k ¼ 1, . . . , 10. Numbers of events for stocks in group 11 are more than or equal to
1,000 (see Table 2). Figure 6 shows how stock numbers vary with trading dates
and groups (number of events), type I and type II, respectively. For each day, both
stock numbers decline with the number of events rapidly, and about 50% of the
stocks have a number of price change events lower than 100. Both figures rarely
change alongside the axis of trading dates, which means that the feature of the
number of price change events is rather stable.

3.2.3. Staistical analysis about NPC

Based on our data set, one could provide some basic empirical facts and statistical
properties about the NPC. Figure 7 shows histograms of NPCs of all stocks during
the 60 trading days we study.

Table 2. Groups used in Fig. 6, grouped by number of price change events.

Group 1 2 3 � � � 10 11

Number of type I or II events [0,100) [100,200) [200,300) � � � [900,1000) [1000, þ1Þ

(a) type I (b) type II

Fig. 6. Stock numbers versus stock group (grouped by number of type I and type II events, see
Table 2) and trading date.
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Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are histograms of NPCs of all type I price change events.
For both up- and down-events, NPC can be equal to 0, and it is improper to merge
the histograms together. Figure 7(a) corresponds to down-events (NPC � 0), and
Fig. 7(b) corresponds to up-events (NPC � 0). The density at zero implies the fact
that a large amount of price changes are due to the noises rather than natural
variations of supply and demand. Figure 7(c) is the histogram of t2NPCs of all
type II price change events.

We list several empirical facts which are refined from these figures as follows:

(1) There are more down-events than up-events for both type I and type II events
for our dataset.

(2) The distributions of up- and down-events are not symmetric. For instance, the
proportion of down-events with NPC ¼ 0 is greater than the one of up-events
with NPC ¼ 0.

(3) The distributions of type I and type II events are also not the same. Compared
with NPCs of type I events, the distribution of t2NPCs of type II events
is much narrower, which means that it is more concentrated on 0 nearby
(although they cannot be 0).

Histogram of NPCs of All Stocks During 60 Trading Days (Down-Events)
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(b) histogram of NPC (up-events)
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Fig. 7. Histograms of all price change events’ NPC for all stocks in 60 trading days. All figures’
x-axes are truncated at �30.
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Fact 7 may be due to the market environment of the period we study. Fact 7 can
be explained by the “T+1” trading rule of the Chinese market. Traders will be
much more prudent while deciding whether to buy stocks or not as they cannot sell
them immediately once they buy-in. Hence, they will buy stocks with larger
volumes and more orders when they have good expectations, and the larger vol-
ume and more orders will lead to more significant price change. Therefore, the
distribution of up-events has a heavier tail than down-events. Fact 7 is due to the
nature of aggressive limit orders. The majority of quotes of aggressive limit orders
do not exceed best quotes too much, and thus the price changes caused by them
will not be large.

We then analyze the behavior of the NPCs and t2NPCs in terms of trading
dates. Figure 8 is about the daily average jNPCj and jt2NPCj. We can see that the
average of jt2NPCj (1.0898) is greater than the one of jNPCj (0.9504). The values
do not vary greatly among different trading days.

Similar to previous, we also separate all stocks into different groups according
to the total absolute value of NPCs and t2NPCs respectively. The k-th group has a
total value in interval [200ðk � 1Þ, 200kÞ for k ¼ 1, . . . , 10, and the total absolute
value of group 11 is more than or equal to 2,000 (see Table 3). Figures 9(a)
and 9(b) illustrate the number of stocks for different trading dates and stock groups
(separated by NPC and t2NPC, respectively), which are similar to Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b). These figures tell that the prices of most stocks in our data set change
with lower frequencies and lower magnitudes. Whereas these features do not vary
with the trading date, which means that these patterns are stable from the
perspective of time.
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Each type II price change event is only caused by one aggressive limit order.
The order completely determines the price change. We are not interested in these
events and therefore only consider the case with type I events hereinafter.

3.3. NPC model fitting and empirical results

In this section, we illustrate how to estimate the model (4) and present the cor-
responding results. To estimate the parameters in our model, the infinite series is
truncated at j ¼ 10 in the following empirical analysis. We use ridge regression
and the weighted least square method to estimate this model. The reason we use
ridge regression is that the linear model may not be estimable, since the rareness of
large j orders leads to the sparseness of our data. In general, the ridge regression
is robust, and the unobserved orders will not affect the overall estimation and
hypothesis testings of other parameters.

The model is estimated for up-events and down-events respectively. For each
stock, we run a regression for its all up-events during the trading period, and run
one for all down-events. Figures 10 and 11 give the estimated values and p-values
of ��j

M and ��j
C for up-events, and Figs. 12 and 13 for down-events.

The parameters in our model have strong practical meanings ��� the average
impact of different types of orders. For example, parameter �þ1

M is significant since

(a) NPC (b) t2NPC

Fig. 9. Stock numbers versus stock group (grouped by total value of jNPCjs and jt2NPCjs, see
Table 3) and trading date.

Table 3. Groups used in Fig. 9, grouped by total absolute value of NPCs or t2NPCs.

Group 1 2 3 � � � 10 11

Total absolute value [0,200) [200,400) [400,600) � � � [1800,2000) [2000, þ1Þ
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most stocks give a rather small p-value, see Fig. 10. The average of �þ1
M is 0.7, that

is to say, aggressive order that pulls the best ask price up for 1 tick will drive the
latent price process pðtÞ up for 0.7 unit roughly, i.e., it will contribute to 70% of the
natural price change, accompanied with 30% noises.
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Fig. 10. The estimated values (upper) and p-values (lower) of �þj
NM (left) and ��j

NM (right) estimated
by all up-events during the trading period, and each point represents a stock.
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Several facts can be found from these figures:

(1) Figures of p-values show that the significance of all parameters decrease as j
increases.

(2) The values of j�j’s for aggressive orders are usually bigger than the ones for
cancelations.

(3) The values of j�j’s are usually smaller for larger jjj’s.
Fact 13 is reasonable for our data set since larger j has less samples. Fact 13

tells us that the impact of aggressive orders is stronger than cancelations. Fact 13
means that an investor can lead to a greater natural price change if he or she split a
large order into several small orders.

To make Fact 13 and Fact 13 more persuasive, for both up- and down-events,
we conduct F-tests with H0 : A 6¼ B for A,B 2 f��j

M , ��j
C , j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , 40g.

Figures 14 and 15 are the p-values of the tests for up- and down-events, respec-
tively. The larger the p-values (more insignificant), the darker the green color of
the cells. From both figures, we can find that most �’s are significantly different,
which illustrates Fact 13 and Fact 13. In addition, one can also find that p-values
usually go large for large jjj’s. In fact, Fig. 16 shows the number of nonzero
samples for different parameters. There are only a few nonzero samples for large
jjj’s, so it is logical that the p-values for large jjj’s are not significant.

We further explain Fact 13. It is consistent with the fact that “price impact is a
concave function of the trade size” (Hasbrouck, 1991). Assume we have an order
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Fig. 12. The estimated values (upper) and p-values (lower) of �þj
NM (left) and ��j

NM (right) estimated
by all down-events during the trading period, and each point represents a stock.
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Fig. 14. The p-values of testing A 6¼ B for all up-events, where A,B 2 f��j
M ,��j

C , j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , 40g.
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book in which the number of shares (depth) at each price level beyond the best bid
and ask is equal.5 Then, for an order, its corresponding jjj will almost be pro-
portional to its size. The decreasing j�j’s imply jj � � jjjj is a concave function of jjj,

Fig. 15. The p-values of testing A 6¼ B for all down-events, where A,B 2 f��j
M ,��j

C ,
j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , 40g.
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Fig. 16. fAi : Ai 6¼ 0g, where A 2 fNMþj,NM�j,NCþj,NC�j
i g.

5This is similar to the assumption in Cont et al. (2014).
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so is a concave function of the order size, which illustrates the fact. Although
actual order books have complex dynamics, the simple assumption can help us
understand Fact 13.

Orders with directions opposite to the direction of price change will not ob-
viously change the latent price process pðtÞ (since these parameters estimated are
almost zero, see upper right graphs of Figs. 10 and 11, and upper left graphs of
Figs. 12 and 13). For those opposing orders who change best quotes for 1 tick, i.e.,
j ¼ 1, we discover that their contribution to price change has the same direction as
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Fig. 17. Scatter plots about the number of parameters in our model are reserved (blue point) and the
number of parameters significant (red point) versus with stock price, and each point represents a
stock.
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the price change. This can be explained from the perspective of market partici-
pants. For instance, during an up-event, if a seller chooses to sell more stocks by
aggressive orders at the very beginning, then the seller’s passive limit orders near
the end of events will be reduced, which increases the NPC. However, if these
aggressive sell orders’ volumes are very large, and they change the best bid for
many ticks, we conjecture that they would introduce a negative impact.

Figures 17(a) and 17(b) are scatter plots showing the number of parameters
reserved (blue point) and the number of parameters significant (red point) versus
the stock price (for up- and down-events, respectively) for every stock. Both of
them are positively correlated with the stock price, and a simple regression implies
that an increase of 1RMB in stock price is associated with approximately an
increase of 0.71 units in parameters reserved for up-events (0.73 for down-events)
and with approximately an increase of 0.47 units in parameters significant for up-
events (0.46 for down-events). As a result, about 10 parameters are reserved, and
about 7.3 parameters are significant on average.

The R2 of our estimation is calculated, which is defined as

R2 ¼ 1�
P

i ðNPCi � dNPCiÞ2P
i ðNPCi � NPCÞ2 ,

where dNPCi is the estimated value, and NPC is the average of NPCi ’s. Negative
R2 may also appear since our model does not include the intercept term. For up-
events, the median R2 of the NPC model is about 19:07%, and for down-events, it
is about 7:69% (see Fig. 18). The results show that up-events and down-events for
large-tick stocks in the Chinese market have strong differences.
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Fig. 18. Box plot of R2, and each point represents a stock.
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For the convenience of comparison, we also run the regression proposed in
Cont et al. (2014)

NPC ¼ �þ � � OFIþ ":

The results of R2 are also shown in Fig. 18. The median R2 of the OFI model for
up-events is about 5:08%, and for down-events, it is about 1:51%. The interpre-
tation of the OFI model is not ideal for large-tick stocks in the Chinese market.

3.4. Application

The empirical results of model (4) in Sec. 3.3 show a strong link between the
impact of different orders and the price change. As an application, we use our
model to predict future price movements in this section.

We divide a total number of 60 trading days into a training set and a test set. We
use the first 40 trading days (training set) to fit our heteroscedastic linear model
and estimate the coefficients, and use the following 20 days (test set) to test its
predictability. In the test set, for a price change event, we can use our model to give
an estimation of the NPC. Meanwhile, we can also observe the real NPC of this
price change event. Then, after the event, we use the difference between the
estimation of NPC and the real NPC to predict the price change in the following
100 event times. More formally, we run the regression

midpriceðtþ 100Þ �midpriceðtÞ ¼ �þ � � ðestimation of NPCt � real NPCtÞ þ ":

For comparison, similar to Cont et al. (2014), we use the OFI model to predict the
price change in the following 100 event times. The R2 and p-values of both models
are shown in Fig. 19.

OFI our model
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(a) R2

OFI our model
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p-value (out of sample)

(b) p-value

Fig. 19. Box plot of R2 and the slope’s p-value for prediction. Each point represents a stock.
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The median R2 is 1:49% for the OFI model and 2:81% for our model. The
slope’s p-value is also much more significant for our model. The results show that
our model performs better than the OFI model for large-tick stocks in the Chinese
market.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new framework for studying the discrete price change
process, which focuses on the impact of aggressive orders and cancelations. The
framework is customized to the price dynamics of large-tick stocks. The process is
driven by states and events of best quotes, and the corresponding event-based price
change is called the NPC. We believe that the NPC is a better concept to study the
impact of order types on price changes.

We conduct an extensive empirical analysis on 786 large-tick stocks traded on
the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The preliminary empirical studies show that our
new concepts, price change event and NPC, have stable patterns across stocks and
trading dates, and can capture the nature of “price change” to some extent. The
fitting results demonstrate that aggressive orders may introduce stronger impact on
price change than cancelations. This implies that the main driving factors of the
real price change in the A-share market are aggressive orders. Meanwhile, splitting
a big order into several small orders can lead to a greater natural price change. This
conclusion is not novel from common sense, but it is rarely confirmed via sta-
tistical modeling. Our model also performs better than traditional models in terms
of the prediction of future price movements.

Overall, these findings provide a novel perspective on the price change beha-
viors of large tick stocks. Our paper provides a new framework for high-frequency
data analysis, which can incent the study of order book dynamic models and
empirical studies related.
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Appendix A. Empirical Example of NPC

To demonstrate the intuition of our definitions, we give sample paths of the best
bid and the best ask processes of real transaction data in Fig. A.1. The stock is Ping
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An Bank (000001.SZ), which is traded on Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The sample
path begins at 10:10:59 and ends at 10:11:05 a.m., October 17, 2019 (Beijing
time), and it lasts about 6 s (natural time). The horizontal axis of the figure
represents the order time rather than the natural time. The corresponding order
time begins at 23992 and ends at 24093, and there are 102 orders during this
period in total.

Five price change events are observed during this period. Event A, B, D and E
are type I events, while C is a type II event. The value of NPC for these five events
are reported in Table A.1. The original data of Fig. A.1 can be seen in Table A.2.

Take event A and event C as examples. For price change event A, the mid-price
is 1694.5 at the beginning, and 1691.5 at the end. Hence, it is a down-event. Its
NPC equals to 1691:5� 1694:5 ¼ �3. For price change event C, the mid-price is
1692.5 at the beginning, and 1694.5 at the end. No order time exists between t start

and t end, and hence it is a type II up-event. Its t2NPC equals to
1694:5� 1692:5 ¼ 2.

Fig. A.1. Five price change events from 10:10:59 to 10:11:05 a.m. on October 17, 2019 (Beijing
time) for stock “Ping An Bank” (000001.SZ). The orange dots show how best ask prices change with
order time, and the blue dots represent best bid prices. Event A, B, D and E (green background color)
are type I events, while C (yellow background color) is a type II event.

Table A.1. NPC of five events in Fig. A.1.

Event ID t start t end Event Type Background Color Direction NPC

A 23992 24023 type I green down �3
B 24028 24040 type I green up 1
C 24040 24041 type II yellow up 2
D 24041 24071 type I green down �2
E 24079 24093 type I green down �1
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Table A.2. Data of Fig. A.1.

Stock: Ping An Bank (000001.SZ), Trading Date: October 17, 2019 (Beijing time)

Order Time Best Bid Best Ask Timestamp Order Time Best Bid Best Ask Timestamp

23992 1694 1695 101059208156 24043 1692 1694 101102016186
23993 1691 1695 101059208161 24044 1692 1694 101102016186
23994 1691 1694 101059208161 24045 1692 1694 101102016186
23995 1691 1694 101059208161 24046 1692 1694 101102016190
23996 1691 1694 101059208161 24047 1692 1694 101102016190
23997 1691 1694 101059208161 24048 1692 1694 101102016686
23998 1691 1694 101059208192 24049 1692 1694 101102077250
23999 1691 1694 101059208192 24050 1692 1694 101102157154
24000 1691 1694 101059208193 24051 1692 1694 101102269496
24001 1691 1694 101059208193 24052 1692 1694 101102269676
24002 1691 1694 101059268354 24053 1691 1694 101102399668
24003 1691 1694 101059328689 24054 1691 1694 101102581222
24004 1691 1694 101059328989 24055 1691 1694 101102581571
24005 1691 1694 101059408405 24056 1691 1694 101102764881
24006 1692 1694 101059408410 24057 1691 1694 101102886078
24007 1692 1695 101059528475 24058 1691 1694 101103340283
24008 1692 1695 101059831323 24059 1691 1694 101103340936
24009 1692 1695 101059831386 24060 1691 1694 101103340942
24010 1692 1695 101059891233 24061 1691 1694 101103340945
24011 1692 1695 101059891281 24062 1691 1694 101103340945
24012 1692 1695 101059891316 24063 1691 1694 101103341086
24013 1692 1695 101059891408 24064 1691 1694 101103341088
24014 1692 1695 101100217087 24065 1691 1694 101103400929
24015 1689 1695 101100217144 24066 1691 1694 101103522955
24016 1689 1695 101100217155 24067 1691 1694 101103523871
24017 1689 1695 101100217155 24068 1689 1694 101103525208
24018 1689 1695 101100217155 24069 1689 1694 101103642348
24019 1689 1695 101100399427 24070 1692 1694 101103765369
24020 1689 1692 101100400519 24071 1692 1693 101103842968
24021 1689 1692 101100523454 24072 1692 1693 101104145999
24022 1689 1692 101100583158 24073 1692 1693 101104262222
24023 1691 1692 101100909920 24074 1692 1693 101104262523
24024 1691 1692 101101031733 24075 1692 1693 101104263202
24025 1691 1692 101101031983 24076 1692 1693 101104326234
24026 1691 1692 101101032142 24077 1692 1693 101104326407
24027 1691 1692 101101032244 24078 1692 1693 101104512224
24028 1691 1692 101101032534 24079 1692 1693 101104512595
24029 1692 1695 101101032591 24080 1689 1692 101104512611
24030 1692 1695 101101032591 24081 1689 1692 101104512611
24031 1692 1695 101101032591 24082 1689 1692 101104512611
24032 1692 1695 101101032591 24083 1689 1692 101104512611
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